Bacterial transmembrane receptors regulate an intracellular catalytic output in response to extracellular sensory input. To investigate the conformational changes that relay the regulatory signal, we have studied the HAMP domain, a ubiquitous intracellular module connecting input to output domains. HAMP forms a parallel, dimeric, four-helical coiled coil, and rational substitutions in our model domain (Af1503 HAMP) induce a transition in its interhelical packing, characterized by axial rotation of all four helices (the gearbox signaling model). We now illustrate how these conformational changes are propagated to a downstream domain by fusing Af1503 HAMP variants to the DHp domain of EnvZ, a bacterial histidine kinase. Structures of wild-type and mutant constructs are correlated with ligand response in vivo, clearly associating them with distinct signaling states. We propose that altered recognition of the catalytic domain by DHp, rather than a shift in position of the phospho-accepting histidine, forms the basis for regulation of kinase activity.
INTRODUCTION
Receptor histidine kinases couple sensory input with a wide range of cellular responses in bacteria, plants, fungi, and protists. They function as part of two-component signaling systems, phosphorylating a specific target protein, termed the response regulator, modulating its interactions with downstream elements (reviewed by Gao and Stock, 2009) . Although soluble and membraneanchored kinases that monitor the state of the cytoplasm are known, the best known and best studied examples are transmembrane receptors that respond to the extracellular environment. In these cases, information on an extracellular binding event must be passed from the sensor module to an intracellular effector module across the membrane. Despite active research for many years, the structural nature of this signal and the mechanism by which it controls kinase activity remain unclear.
The effector module of histidine kinases consists of two obligate domains: a dimerization/histidine phosphorylation (DHp) domain and a C-terminal catalytic/ATP-binding (CA) domain.
Phosphate from ATP bound to the CA domain is first transferred to a histidine residue on the DHp domain (autophosphorylation) and from there to an aspartate residue on the response regulator (phosphotransfer). Much evidence indicates that the reverse reaction is also catalyzed (i.e., dephosphorylation of the response regulator) via a mechanism independent of the phosphohistidine intermediate (Hsing and Silhavy, 1997) . The balance of these forward (kinase) and reverse (phosphatase) activities thus controls the cellular levels of phosphorylated response regulator.
In addition to these obligate domains, a range of other cytoplasmic domains may exist. Of interest to the mechanism of signal transduction are those that link the sensor to the catalytic module and must therefore transmit the sensory signal. In many transmembrane receptors, these include one or more HAMP domains, the first of which immediately follows on the last transmembrane segment. We have previously undertaken structural and functional studies of the HAMP domain of Af1503, a hypothetical receptor from the archaeon Archaeoglobus fulgidus (Hulko et al., 2006) . The domain forms a dimeric, parallel, fourhelical coiled coil, a structure that has since been independently confirmed for diverse HAMPs (Airola et al., 2010; Swain and Falke, 2007; Watts et al., 2008) . The unusual coiled coil packing of the domain (complementary x-da) led us to propose a model for signaling via axial helix rotation (the gearbox model), based on a conversion to canonical knobs-into-holes packing (Figure 1 ) (Hulko et al., 2006) . Recently, we have caused this conversion by increasing the size of an unusually small residue within the domain core (A291), and correlated this to activity in a chimeric assay system (Ferris et al., 2011) . Here, we describe how this packing change is transmitted to downstream domains by fusing Af1503 HAMP variants to the DHp domain of EnvZ, the osmolarity-sensing histidine kinase from Escherichia coli, and correlate their structural properties to activity in an in vivo assay system. Although structures of several individual DHp domains exist (recently reviewed by Casino et al., 2010) , to our knowledge, this is the first study in which a clear correlation between structural properties and signaling states is established, leading to a model for the regulation of sensor histidine kinases.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Functional Assays of Af1503 HAMP-DHp Fusion Constructs Af1503 is a putative transmembrane receptor that is unusual in having a HAMP domain as its only intracellular part.
Nevertheless, Af1503 HAMP has proven competent in chimeric constructs with both adenylyl cyclase and chemotaxis output modules (Ferris et al., 2011; Hulko et al., 2006) . We wanted to extend this to histidine kinases, in part because constructs with the downstream DHp domain promised to be amenable to structure determination by both nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR; Tomomori et al., 1999 ) and X-ray crystallography. To this end, we incorporated Af1503 HAMP into the well-established In all panels, N-and C-helices are shown in green and orange, respectively, with monomers distinguished by light and dark colors. The top panel shows schematic representations of complementary x-da (left) and knobs-into-holes packing (right) as helical wheel diagrams (N-terminus toward the viewer), with core residues in boldface. Solid and dashed lines join interacting residues of the first and second core layers, respectively. Complementary x-da packing combines two residues in x-geometry (pointing toward each other across the bundle axis; red) with four residues in da-geometry (forming a ring flanking the bundle core; blue). Each helix alternates in providing x-and da-residues to the core in successive layers. In canonical knobs-into-holes geometry, each helix provides one residue, with each in the same geometry (green). The two packing modes interconvert by rotating adjacent helices by 26 in opposite directions, as illustrated by the cogwheel diagram. The structures show example layers from Af1503 HAMP and its A291F variant (Ferris et al., 2011) . The layer at the C terminus of the four-helix bundle is shown, with core residues colored by geometry. The change in rotation state is illustrated by the plots, which show the difference in rotation state relative to idealized knobs-into-holes packing, as calculated with the program samCC (Dunin-Horkawicz and Lupas, 2010b) . The sequence of Af1503 HAMP is shown under the plots. Changes in rotation state induced by A291 substitution are coupled with changes in helix periodicity (reflected in the slope of the plots) and bundle shape. These concerted changes represent the output to the downstream domain.
Taz chimera, as part of a green fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter system ( Figure 2A ). Taz is composed of the periplasmic, transmembrane, and HAMP domains of the E. coli aspartate receptor Tar and the cytoplasmic module of the E. coli osmosensor EnvZ (Utsumi et al., 1989) . This chimera responds to aspartate to induce phosphorylation of the response regulator, OmpR, activating transcription from the ompC promoter (Utsumi et al., 1989) . It also responds to inhibitory ligands, such as leucine and serine, which promote the phosphatase reaction to dephosphorylate the response regulator (Utsumi et al., 1989; Michalodimitrakis et al., 2005) . In the present study, the ompC promoter regulates production of GFP-LVA, a quickly folding and short-lived variant of GFP (Utsumi et al., 1989; Michalodimitrakis et al., 2005) , allowing assay by fluorescence in 96-well plates.
To validate this system, we initially reproduced published results with unmodified Taz; that is, exposure to aspartate increased fluorescence (by 255% relative to the unstimulated receptor), whereas exposure to leucine and serine decreased fluorescence (40% and 35%, respectively; data not shown). We then investigated Taz chimeras where the Tar HAMP was exchanged with Af1503 HAMP while preserving the HAMP-DHp linker observed in wild-type EnvZ. This new receptor appeared to be insensitive to all three ligands, reminiscent of the nonregulatable phenotype previously observed for a Tsr-Af1503 HAMP-adenylyl cyclase construct (Ferris et al., 2011) . The A291 Fluorescence relative to a reference with 0.1 mM leucine alone is plotted (mean values ± SEM; n R 8). The lack of aspartate response in the chimera can thus be attributed to an activating effect of Af1503 HAMP. variants (C, V, and F) did not restore the aspartate response observed with wild-type Taz but did restore the response to leucine and serine. Leucine stimulation resulted in an approximately 50% drop in fluorescence for all these constructs (Figure 2B) . Serine stimulation decreased fluorescence to an even greater extent except for the A291V variant, which was inhibited equivalently by leucine and serine ( Figure 2B ). Thus, consistent with previously assays, A291 substitutions can provide the ''tuning'' necessary to restore ligand-responsive phenotypes.
In previous assay systems, replacement of the endogenous HAMP domain by Af1503 HAMP has consistently had an activating effect on the output module. A similar effect in this system would explain the lack of aspartate response, as the chimera would not be activated beyond this high basal level. To test this, we performed competition assays, first inhibiting the A291F variant with 0.1 mM leucine before challenging with aspartate. Higher concentrations of aspartate were required for effective competition, in line with the considerably higher sensitivity to leucine observed previously for the Taz system (Michalodimitrakis et al., 2005) . Aspartate restored fluorescence in a concentration-dependent manner ( Figure 2C) ; thus, the receptor is responsive to aspartate once the high basal activity has been inhibited.
Structures of Af1503 HAMP-DHp Fusion Constructs
The Af1503 HAMP domain adopts an unusual form of knobsinto-holes packing, complementary x-da, which is related to the canonical form by ±26 axial rotation of all four helices (Figure 1 ). The gearbox model proposes that these two alternate packing modes represent signaling states (Ferris et al., 2011; Hulko et al., 2006) . Accordingly, unlike other coiled coils that exist only in one form, HAMP domain sequences show biophysical properties compatible with both packing forms (Dunin-Horkawicz and Lupas, 2010a). Our recent structural studies on A291 variants of Af1503 HAMP have provided snapshots of this packing transition, showing not only a graded change in rotation state with increased sidechain size, but also a more polarized change in bundle radius in the C-terminal, output helices of the domain (Ferris et al., 2011) . To examine how these changes are transmitted to the downstream DHp domain, we obtained structures of fusions encompassing the first two cytoplasmic domains of our Taz chimeras (i.e., Af1503 HAMP and EnvZ DHp, referred to here as HAMP-DHp). The restoration of signaling competence in this system via A291 substitutions couples these structures to distinct phenotypes. We obtained crystal structures of the wild-type fusion protein and the A291V and A291F variants (solved at 1.25, 2.25, and 1.65 Å , respectively; Table S1 available online), plus solution structures for wild-type and A291F (Table S2 ) and backbone resonance assignments for A291V (data not shown).
A gallery of the fusion protein structures is shown in Figure 3A . Differences in their overall form are obvious, mainly because of local asymmetries in the crystal structures. In contrast, a single set of resonances for each variant attests to symmetric homodimers in solution. Symmetry should be general in homooligomers in isotropic environments, as each asymmetric conformation has a symmetry related equivalent of equal energy, which will be sampled equally within the conformational ensemble, given adequate time. The single set of signals simply means that any asymmetric conformations, such as those observed in the crystal structures, are averaged efficiently on the chemical shift time scale (i.e., low milliseconds). We thus interpret the differences between the crystal and NMR structures to signify that the asymmetric crystal structures (wild-type and A291F) show states of local energy minima, which can be sampled by the proteins, whereas the NMR structures show the time-averaged, and thus symmetric, conformations. Acknowledging these differences, in the analysis below we concentrate on common features of the structures and differences between the variants significant relative to local variation.
For the HAMP domains with the fusion, the structures are very similar to those of the respective isolated domain ( Figure 3B ). In solution, this is underlined by the similarity of chemical shifts and structural data; with the exception of residues immediately flanking the domain boundary, we were able to transfer structural data directly from the earlier studies (see Experimental Procedures). The one exception is provided by the A291F crystal structures, where steric tension introduced by the large aromatic side chains results in an antiparallel orientation in the isolated form (Ferris et al., 2011) , and in structural asymmetries in the fusion (which cannot assume an antiparallel orientation to alleviate the tension).
The HAMP and DHp domains are linked by continuous helices, which extend the hydrophobic register of the HAMP domain; their length corresponds to the most common form of connection between HAMP and DHp ( Figure 2A ). Although these linking helices generally follow a heptad pattern, they almost always include a discontinuity in register equivalent to an insertion of four residues, called a stutter (Airola et al., 2010; Brown et al., 1996; Zhou et al., 2009 ). This discontinuity is typically coupled to a motif, most commonly [EQAD]-[RK]-[TNS] (DRT in EnvZ), which connects diverse signaling domains in prokaryotic and eukaryotic receptors (Anantharaman et al., 2006) . In our structures the linking helices are not coiled coils, as they fail to form a hydrophobic core and have considerable plasticity, visible as local asymmetries in the crystal structures. These are particularly conspicuous in the wild-type fusion protein ( Figure 3A ). Plasticity appears centered on the residue layer at the junction of the two domains where R333 of the DRT motif projects toward the bundle axis. Correspondingly, chemical shift differences between the wild-type and the A291F variant reach a maximum in this region ( Figure 4A ). The basis for these differences lies in distinct conformational states: in the wild-type NMR structure, R333 has a da-like geometry, forming an interacting ring with the previous residue of the second protomer (D332), whereas in A291V and A291F (which have very similar chemical shifts in this region; Figure 4A ), it assumes an x-like geometry, with both side chains directed toward each other across the bundle axis ( Figure 5B ). This transition from da-like to x-like geometry at R333 represents the largest local difference between wildtype and variant structures; it is attractive to view it as a conformational switch that responds to changes in the HAMP domain.
The EnvZ DHp domain forms an antiparallel, four-helix bundle familiar from earlier studies on the isolated domain (Albanesi et al., 2009; Bick et al., 2009; Casino et al., 2009; Tomomori et al., 1999; Yamada et al., 2009) . It can be divided into two segments of almost equal size by a kink in the N-helix at a highly conserved proline residue (P347). Analysis with the program samCC (Dunin-Horkawicz and Lupas, 2010b) shows that the HAMP-proximal region is best described as a four-helical coiled coil with an 11-residue (hendecad) periodicity. The positions of a canonical hendecad are labeled a-k, with core positions at a, d, e, and h; but in the proximal segment, the helices are rotated approximately 10 from the canonical form, with h assuming an x-geometry and e lying outside the core ( Figure 5 ). The wildtype and variant structures differ mainly in the rotation state of the N-helices and the bundle radius of the C-helices. These differences are most pronounced at the top of the bundle and become minimal at the proline layer, reflected in a gradient of chemical shift differences between wild-type and A291F ( Figures  4A and 5C ). We attribute this to tension between the preferred packing modes of HAMP and DHp, which is alleviated in the A291V and F variants by rotation of the HAMP C-helices (Figure 5) . The conformational switch in the charged layer at the HAMP-DHp junction can be understood in these terms; the da-like geometry is consistent with the complementary x-da register of HAMP, and the x-like geometry with the core register of DHp ( Figure 5A ). As the relative hydrophobic registers of the domains are conserved in histidine kinases (Figure 2A ), this tension should be a general feature of functional importance.
The conformational differences induced in DHp by the two forms of the charged layer become minimal in the turn preceding the conserved proline, so that the HAMP-distal ''tip'' (L348-C376) remains invariant between the structures ( Figure 4A ). As this region contains many residues implicated in the binding of the cognate response regulator (Skerker et al., 2008; Tomomori et al., 1999) , it is plausible that the role of the conserved proline is to uncouple signal transduction from response regulator recognition. An unexpected corollary of this is that the position of the phospho-accepting histidine does not differ significantly between structures and is not correlated with the state of the HAMP domain. It thus appears that transmission of the signal does not modulate kinase activity by altering the accessibility of this residue.
Mechanisms of Histidine Kinase Regulation
It is widely accepted that histidine kinases set the cellular concentration of phosphorylated response regulator by altering the balance between their kinase and phosphatase states (Russo and Silhavy, 1993; Wolanin and Stock, 2003; Yoshida et al., 2007) . The consensus of functional data indicates that the phosphatase state is more sensitive to structural perturbation; Tables S1 and S2 for structural statistics). The views were generated by superimposition on the DHp ''tip'' region (see Figure 4B) . variants resulting in constitutive kinase activity are far more common than the equivalent phosphatase phenotypes (Jin and Inouye, 1993; Yoshida et al., 2007) , particularly where input from upstream domains is abolished. The catalytic domains are flexibly attached to the rest of the kinase by variable linkers and preserve their ability to phosphorylate DHp even when the linkers have been severed (Zhu et al., 2000) . Thus, control is not achieved by transmission of conformational changes along the polypeptide chain but by specific recognition between DHp and the catalytic domain.
By introducing rational mutations into the HAMP domain of a HAMP-DHp chimera, we have been able to determine representative structures for two states of DHp, which our assays correlate with kinase and phosphatase activities of the functional receptors ( Figure 6A ). These structures demonstrate how multiple changes in the HAMP domain, resulting from axial rotation of its helices, induce a binary transition in the downstream DHp domain. This transition does not alter the position of the phospho-accepting histidine; instead, the conformational changes transmitted by the HAMP domain end at the layer of the conserved proline. We thus propose that histidine kinases are not regulated by changing the accessibility of the histidine but by controlling the position of the catalytic domain. This control would proceed through a specific molecular recognition between the catalytic domain and the HAMP-proximal end of DHp. Findings on the histidine kinase Tm0853 from Thermotoga maritima demonstrate how this molecular recognition can occur. The structure of Tm0853 in complex with its cognate response regulator, Tm0468, has been proposed to represent the phosphatase state and has the catalytic domain anchored to DHp by a phenylalanine residue that invades the DHp core (3DGE; Casino et al., 2009 ). The invasion occurs at a layer of charged residues at the top of DHp, which is equivalent to the charged layer (R333) in our chimeras. The phenylalanine, F428 (F489 in EnvZ), is a highly conserved residue in histidine kinases and represents the defining residue of the F box. It is located on the ATP lid, a flexible loop that closes the nucleotide-binding pocket. Interactions with DHp are extended by a second conserved hydrophobic residue, L444 (L503 in EnvZ) from the C-terminal end of the ATP lid (Casino et al., 2009 ), which is (B) Structural effects of the discontinuity. A comparison of three layers from the HAMP-proximal region of DHp shows that differences between wild-type and variants are maximal in the charged layer and decrease thereafter, becoming insignificant relative to local variation at the level of the phospho-accepting histidines (H342). The superimpositions are of crystal and solution structures and are local over N-helix residues. In the d layer, residues in e-positions of the hendecad, which are rotated out of the core in the DHp packing mode, are shown in gray. Asymmetry due to helical distortions in one monomer of the A291F crystal structure is evident in this layer. part of the G2 box. We thus propose that two of the most highly conserved residues in histidine kinases are responsible for tethering the catalytic domain to DHp in the phosphatase state. In the uncomplexed Tm0853 structure-that is, solved without bound response regulator (2C2A; Marina et al., 2005) -the helices of the DHp domain are rotated above the conserved proline and do not offer a cleft for invasion of the phenylalanine. Correspondingly, the DHp and catalytic domains do not associate in this structure.
A comparison of Tm0853 to our chimeric constructs shows the equivalence of the charged layers in both conformations of DHp ( Figure 6A ). The ringlike geometry of the layer represents the kinase state in our HAMP-DHp chimeras, and the x-like one represents the phosphatase state. The same two geometries are observed in Tm0853, including the stutter centered on the charged layer, allowing us to confirm that the complexed structure corresponds to the phosphatase state and to assign the uncomplexed structure to the kinase state. In both proteins, the charged layer is formed by a large polar residue (R333 in our chimeras, K251 in Tm0853), flanked by a smaller interacting residue. However, there is a key difference: In our chimeras, the interaction is with the preceding residue (D332), whereas in Tm0853, it is with the following one (T252). The layers must therefore rotate in opposite directions to interconvert between the two forms ( Figure 6A ). This is consistent with the gearbox model, which predicts HAMP domains to reverse the direction of input rotation (a clockwise input to the N-helices would be converted to an anticlockwise output from the C-helices). As Tm0853 natively lacks a HAMP domain, a rotational input signal would arrive at the charged layer without this reversal.
Based on these observations, we propose a general model for the regulation of histidine kinases. In the absence of stimulus, the proteins are in the phosphatase state, which sequesters the catalytic domain away from the phospho-accepting histidine. This is achieved by the specific binding of a highly conserved phenylalanine residue from the catalytic domain into a cleft lined by conserved aromatic residues in the DHp domain. In response to ligand binding, the proteins undergo multiple conformational changes, including axial helix rotation as a principal component. These changes cause a binary switch in a helical core layer at the junction to the DHp domain, which is conspicuous because it contains polar residues and forms the center of a discontinuity in the register of the core. The switch induces a conformational transition in DHp, causing the cleft to close and releasing the catalytic domain, thus allowing the kinase cycle to proceed.
Our model predicts that the phosphatase state is characterized by a sterically specific association between the catalytic domain and DHp, in agreement with its sensitivity to structural perturbation. To test this, we examined co-evolution of residues within and between domains of histidine kinases using a consensus approach based on a panel of methods (see Experimental Procedures). The main network of co-evolving residues connects the nucleotide-binding region of the catalytic domain to the top layers of DHp ( Figure 6B ), consistent with interaction between these regions. In contrast, the kinase state frees the flexibly attached catalytic domain, explaining its large range of orientations in different crystal structures. In this free state, the catalytic domain obtains access to the phospho-accepting histidine, which it presumably phosphorylates via transient interactions dependent largely on the binding of ATP. The lack of specificity in this reaction is illustrated by the ability of catalytic domains to phosphorylate heterologous DHp domains (Skerker et al., 2008) . Our model thus provides a unifying framework for understanding kinase activity.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Bioinformatics
The sequence of the HAMP-DHp region from E. coli EnvZ (R184-R289, gi: 147006) was used to search the nr70 database (NCBI nonredundant protein sequence database filtered at 70% pairwise sequence identity) with three rounds of PSI-BLAST used (Altschul et al., 1997) . The pairwise BLAST alignments were converted into a multiple sequence alignment, and all sequences not fully covering the query sequence were removed. This alignment was used to calculate the length distribution of the HAMP-DHp linker region.
Homologs of the DHp-CA module from T. maritima Tm0853 (245K-481A, gi: 15643616) were collected from the nr70 database using BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) . The sequence set was filtered to 50% sequence identity and analyzed for co-evolving residues with a panel of methods used as described previously (Dunin-Horkawicz and Lupas, 2010a). Only pairs predicted by more than one method were scored as co-evolving.
The molecular model of the cytosolic part of the Taz chimera was built in the MPI Bioinformatics Toolkit (Biegert et al., 2006) by identifying the sequences of known structure closest to the catalytic domain with HHpred (Sö ding et al., 2005) and producing a consensus model from the top five sequences in MODELER (Sali and Blundell, 1993 ). The resulting model was docked to the HAMP (A291F)-DHp NMR structure (the solution structure was chosen because it reflects the time-averaged state of the structure), with the complexed structure of Tm0853 (3DGE; Casino et al., 2009 ) as a template.
Protein Preparation
A detailed list of bacterial strains and constructs is given in the Supplemental Information. The Af1503 HAMP (S278-E331)-EnvZ DHp expression construct was made by PCR amplifications (Phusion DNA-polymerase, Finnzymes) of the cloned A. fulgidus HAMP coding region and of the DHp coding region from E. coli genomic DNA, followed by a round of overlap PCR. The resulting fragment was ligated into NdeI and XhoI restriction sites of plasmid pET30b (Novagen). The A291 mutations were introduced into the HAMP sequence by overlap extension PCR with mutagenic primers. For expression, BL21(DE3) Gold cells were transformed with the expression vector. Three liters of culture were grown at 37 C, induced with 1 mM isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG) when OD 600 reached 0.4-0.6, and harvested after 6-8 hr of induction. After resuspension in 30 mM MOPS, 50 mM NaCl buffer, cells were lysed by French pressure cell. The soluble fraction of the lysate was loaded onto a QHP anion exchange column and eluted via a salt gradient. Sample containing fractions were then subjected to ammonium sulfate precipitation at a final concentration of 35% and resuspended target protein loaded on to a Superdex G-200 26/60 gel-size exclusion chromatography column (GE Healthcare) and eluted with appropriate buffer (see Table S3 ). Target protein was concentrated with Amicon concentrators (Millipore) for structural analysis. 
NMR Structure Determination
Spectra were recorded at 308 K on Bruker spectrometers at 600, 800, or 900 MHz. Backbone sequential assignments were made using 3D-15 N-HSQC-NOESY and 3D-NNH-NOESY spectra to trace the strong HN i -HN i+1 contacts in helical segments and were confirmed using HNCA experiments. The remaining 13 C assignments were completed using CBCA(CO)NH, HNCO, 3D-CC(CO)NH-TOCSY and 3D-CCH-TOCSY spectra. Distance data were derived from 3D-15 N-HSQC-NOESY and 3D-NNH-NOESY spectra on 15 N-labeled samples and 3D-13 C-HSQC-NOESY and 3D-CCH-and 3D-CNH-NOESY spectra (Diercks et al., 1999) on 15 N, 13 C-labeled samples. Aromatic contacts were observed in 15 N-filtered 2D-NOESY spectra and intermolecular contacts in 14 N, 12 C-filtered/ 13 C-edited 2D-NOESY spectra on mixed double labeled/ unlabeled samples. Where possible, contacts identified in the filtered/edited experiments were quantified in other spectra. Chemical shifts for the HAMP domains within the fusion were very similar to those previously obtained for the domains in isolation [3, 7] , and it proved possible to transfer structural data directly from the earlier studies. Significant shift differences were The equivalent charged layers of our chimeras (wild-type and A291F, both in solution) and of the uncomplexed and complexed forms of Tm0853 (2C2A [Marina et al., 2005] and 3DGE [Casino et al., 2009] ) are shown, colored as in Figure 5 . A conserved phenylalanine residue on the ATP lid of the Tm0853 catalytic domain (F428) is shown in gray. We propose that this phenylalanine invades the x-like form of the charged layer, sequestering the catalytic domain to form the phosphatase state. The arrows indicate that the change between the x-like and the ringlike geometries of the charged layer involves rotation in opposite directions for the two proteins.
(B) Co-evolving residues in histidine kinases. A network of co-evolving residues between the catalytic and DHp domains (red spheres) projected onto a model for the phosphatase state (see also Figure 4B ). The hydrophobic residues invading the charged layer (F489 and L503) are shown in orange and the phospho-accepting histidine in green. The network connects the ATP-binding pocket with the HAMP-proximal region of DHp and is largely separate from residues co-evolving within the DHp and catalytic domains (not shown). It also shows little overlap with that identified as co-evolving between EnvZ-like DHp domains and their cognate response regulators, which is concentrated at the DHp tip (Skerker et al., 2008) .
observed in the three residues N-terminal of the fusion boundary (i.e., from R324), and from this point the structural data was obtained de novo. Structural restraints were compiled with a protocol aimed at high local accuracy using expectation NOESY spectra to test local conformational hypotheses (in-house software). Chemical shift similarity searches (TALOS [Cornilescu et al., 1999] and SimShiftDB [Ginzinger and Coles, 2009] ) were used to generate hypotheses for backbone conformations, whereas side chain rotamers (c 1 /c 2 for leucine and isoleucine, c 1 for all others) were searched exhaustively. Structural data previously obtained for the isolated HAMP domains were also tested in this manner. Conformations identified were applied via dihedral restraints, using the TALOS-derived tolerances where available or ±15 for backbone and ±30 for side chains. Preliminary structures were generated using these restraints and any unambiguously identified nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) contacts. Further NOEs were assigned iteratively using backcalculation of expectation NOESY spectra from preliminary structures. Quantification of NOESY data and calculation protocols were as previously described (Hulko et al., 2006) , except that refinement was carried out without restraining the symmetry of the dimer. for 55 amide protons distributed equally between the HAMP and DHp domains (range = À17 to 31 Hz), and applied as restraints with a tolerance of ± 3 Hz. For symmetric homodimers, one axis of the alignment tensor (in this case, the principle axis) coincides with the symmetry axis, and this was specified in calculations by regularly reorienting the tensor. RDCs for both HAMP and DHp domains could be fitted to the final tensor with an RMSD below experimental error, supporting the assumption of a common symmetry axis.
Ensembles of 50 models were calculated, and a final ensemble was selected as follows. Twenty-five models were selected on the basis of lowest restraint energy and validated using MOLPROBITY (Chen et al., 2010; Davis et al., 2007) . Occasionally, the program identified unrestrained side chains trapped in poor rotamers, and these were returned to within the ensemble defined by other models using the program KiNG (Chen et al., 2009 ). This procedure resolved several steric clashes. Any models where clashes remained were rejected (based on the cutoff defined in MOLPROBITY), resulting in ensembles of 18 structures in both cases. Statistics for these ensembles are presented in Table S2 .
X-Ray Crystallography
The HAMP-DHp fusion proteins were crystallized with sitting drops prepared by mixing 300 nl each of protein and reservoir solution on 96:3 Intelli plates (Art Robbins) using a Honeybee 961 crystallization robot (Genomic Solutions). Up to 14 different screens were applied for each protein. The drops were analyzed by the Rock Imager 54 system (Formulatrix, Waltham).
X-ray data were collected at beamline PXII at the Swiss Light Source (Villigen, Switzerland). Diffraction experiments were conducted at 100 K, and images were recorded on a 225-mm MARCCD camera (MAR Research, Norderstedt). Data were indexed, integrated, and scaled by the programs XDS and XSCALE (Kabsch, 1993) .
Structures were solved by molecular replacement starting from the Af1503 HAMP solution structure to solve the wild-type HAMP-DHp coordinates after phase extension with the SOLVE/RESOLVE package (Terwilliger, 2000) . Model building and refinement of all structures was performed in CCP4i (Potterton et al., 2003) and Coot (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004) . Crystallization conditions, crystal preparation, and structure statistics are summarized in Table S1 .
Taz Assay System
Three fragments of the Taz-Af1503 HAMP chimeric constructs were created by PCR amplification: the N-terminal Tar and C-terminal EnvZ sequences flanking the Taz HAMP coding region (R213-V261) using wild-type Taz as template and Af1503 HAMP (wild-type, A291C, V, F) using existing constructs as template. These were then combined and amplified by three-way overlap extension PCR with HindIII and BamHI outer restriction sites and ligated into the low-copy number vector pCL1920. The Taz system reporter gene gfp(LVA) is carried on the modified pET3a vector behind an ompC promoter. AT142 E. coli cells, which are fla À (knocking out the flagellar gene hierarchy including the chemotaxis receptors) and envZ À , were transformed with both pET3a(gfp(LVA)) and pCL1920(taz) and grown in 30 ml M9 minimal medium supplemented with 50 mg/ml ampicillin and 50 mg/ml spectinomycin at 37 C with shaking. At an OD 550 of 0.1, the culture was applied to a black 96-well plate with clear bottom (MicroClear 96-well plate, Greiner Bio-One) containing different concentrations of buffered ligand solutions. This plate was covered and incubated at 37 C in an angled plate rack and OD 550 (ELISA reader SLC) and fluorescence measurements (Cytofluorometer, PerSeptive Biosystems) made every 30 min until the cells entered stationary growth phase. Fluorescence data were collected at the 60-min time point after exposure to ligand (observed mid-log growth phase; also observed by Michalodimitrakis et al., 2005) and were corrected for cell-growth variations and background fluorescence. The resulting fluorescence points were compared with unstimulated control. Each data point is the average of at least eight replicates on one plate and was repeated on at least four different plates. For ligand competition experiments, a final concentration of 0.1 mM leucine was added to cells at Time Point 0, and fluorescence measurements were made as described earlier.
At the 60-min time point, various aspartate concentrations were added and fluorescence measurements continued for a further 150 min. Fluorescence at this final time point was plotted relative to a control with 0.1 mM leucine alone. Each titration point is the average of at least 16 replicates on 2-4 plates.
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